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Appian Shareholders,

As I write this I’m flying back from Munich to Appian HQ in Virginia. I’ve spent the last few days speaking 
with customers in Germany, Switzerland and Austria. I say ‘speaking’ but mostly I’m listening. Listening to 
the customer in person is still my favorite way to observe the essential intersection of supply and demand 
for our software.

The most important thing I hear from customers is that they love the concept of creating powerful applications 
quickly. They want to draw rather than code and assemble new apps from reusable objects as if from LEGO® 
blocks. They want to make apps in a fraction of the time it used to take. That’s the Appian value proposition, 
and it’s a hit. Our challenge is to execute on it, and to bring it to all the customers who want it.

Appian’s 2018 was a year of steady growth, some of which was evident in the numbers, and some of which 
happened below the surface.

Growth comes in two forms: You can take the business model you have and do more of it (call this ‘Expansion’) 
or you can improve the model (‘Creation’). Expansion is cash-intensive and requires a little bit of thought; 
Creation is thought-intensive and requires a little bit of cash. It’s important to balance the two kinds of growth, 
rather than let expansion absorb all management’s attention. Creation, at this stage of our business, is still vital 
work. I’ve identified a few factors that have the potential to transform Appian’s business model — and I spend 
a lot more energy trying to make these changes happen than I do opening new regional offices.

We spent time last year documenting our culture so that we could preserve it as we expand. The list is still 
being revised, but the first of our values is simplicity. Appian aims for simplicity in everything we do from our 
easy-to-use software to our minimalist business cards. Our market is naturally complex: every customer’s 
business is unique, and all must be automated on the same Appian platform. To make such work simple is 
extremely challenging — and extremely valuable. The world is waiting for someone to make it easy to create 
and change new software applications. It won’t happen without a tenacious commitment to simplicity.

Simplicity can draw a powerful contrast. Late last year we launched the ‘Appian Guarantee’. On our platform, 
a customer can build their first application in just 8 weeks, and for only $150,000 in services. This claim 
substantiates an extraordinary advantage we’ve accumulated from years of focus on speed. Our speed 
advantage gets customers to market faster — and anchors our value proposition.

The simpler it becomes to make a new application, the less it can be said that the human developer ‘wrote' it. 
Rather, the human described her idea, and the platform produced an application that fulfilled her requests. 
When this happens, the quality and strength of the application is no longer a function of the developer, it is 
mostly a function of the platform. And if the platform is a strong one, as Appian is, the application will arrive 
laden with a set of industrial-strength features (at no cost in time or money) that would have taken human 
coders thousands of person-hours to include.

Simplicity begets power. Our industry doesn’t understand that yet, but it will become clear soon, as 
customers start to demand scalability, security, automatic integration, universal device compatibility and 
cloud portability from every application they write — even if they created that application in just 8 weeks.

IDEA TO APPLICATION, FASTER.
WE GUARANTEE IT.

Unleash business impact with the leading low-code platform.
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